Let the tea linger and the day stall as Taj Palace, New Delhi-re-launches Tea Lounge creating a unique experience where flavors are eternal, and time stands still. A quintessential contemporary colonial experience, this is the perfect setting to reminisce at the threshold of the future. Modern flavors meet regal interiors, as only freshly ground aromatic brews from India and around the world, find mention in the Tea Lounge-menu.

What-a good tea time experience without freshly baked cakes? The Tea Lounge houses a magnificent patisserie that is deliciously tempting to sample.

From leisurely tete-a-tetes to a royal setting that morphs perfectly into a venue for business meetings and corporate get together, the Tea Lounge is relaxed yet regal luxury at its finest.
Darjeeling Single Estate Varietals

Makaibari 495
A robust Darjeeling tea with a soothing aroma

Castelton 495
A fine summer muscatel black tea

Risheehat 495
A Darjeeling muscatel with notes of herbs and spice

Assam

Halmari 495
A strong malty flavored Assam tea

Dikom 495
A brisk yet malty black tea from Dikom, Assam

Duflating Gold tea 495
A whole leaf tea with golden tips

Nilgiri

Chamraj FTGFOP 495
A famous Nilgiri tea with hint of citrus

Rajamallay 495
A special offering from Munnar, this well rounded tea with soft notes of fruit

All the above prices are in INR and excluding government taxes
Do let us know if you are allergic to any of the ingredients
Green

Jasmine  495
A sweet green tea with the delicate aroma of jasmines

Sencha  495
Japanese green tea with a hint of seaweed

Pi Lo Chun  495
The mellow taste of apricots makes this tea a hot favourite

Matcha  495
Finely ground Japanese tea rich in antioxidants

Gyokuro  495
A light and uplifting Japanese green tea with a delicate flavour and aroma

Green tea  495
Fine green tea with the perfect balance of aroma and flavor

International Favorites

Chamomile  495
A relaxing and healthy blend of chamomile flowers and green tea leaves

Moroccan mint  495
A strong blend with bursts of minty freshness

English breakfast  495
A rich and traditional blend of teas from Assam and Darjeeling

Earl grey  495
Robust black tea with bergamot overtones

Ceylon  495
A well-balanced Sri Lankan blend with a full-bodied taste and strong aroma

All the above prices are in INR and excluding government taxes
Do let us know if you are allergic to any of the ingredients
Coffee

Cappuccino  495
Espresso with steamed and foamed milk

Café latte  495
Double espresso with steamed milk

Espresso/doppio  495
Strongly roasted, Italian Coffee

Freshly brewed coffee  495
Rich, flavourful roast

Single Origin Coffee

Jamaican Blue Mountain  495
“Wallenford Estate” from Blue Mountain district of Jamaica, fines, mild and aromatic with hints of chocolate.

Ethiopian Sidamo  495
A marvelous Ethiopian washed mocha with a slight floral aroma and hints of chocolate and lemon peel.

Traditional Coffee

South Indian filter coffee  495
The saga of Indian coffee began on a humble note. The term “filter coffee”

Aged Indian monsoon Malabar  495
Medium boiled coffee with spicy and woody notes, the aged Monsoon Malabar is stunning, served with desserts and often compared to an aged scotch

Turkish coffee  495
Dark brown unfiltered coffee

All the above prices are in INR and excluding government taxes
Do let us know if you are allergic to any of the ingredients
Iced Tea & Coffee

Iced flowery bouquet 525
A delicate blend of green tea, rose petals, hibiscus and liquorice root

Lemony dragon well 525
Sweet, rounded Chinese green tea with nutty overtones and a toasty aroma with a tinge of lemon

Fruit bliss 525
A delicious tea packed with fruity flavors

Iced frappe 525
Espresso, sugar and crushed ice

Iced coffee 525
Coffee flavored ice cubes and chilled milk

Cold coffee 525
Chilled milk blended with ice cream and coffee

All the above prices are in INR and excluding government taxes
Do let us know if you are allergic to any of the ingredients